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1 NCI ACADEMY Student information package  

 
We welcome you to the NCI Academy, 
and wish you a successful course. 
The civil address for the NCI Academy is: 

 
 
 

NCI Academy 
Reduto de Gomes Freire, 
Estrada da Medrosa 
2780-070 Oeiras, Portugal 

38°40'41.5"N 9°19'23.9"W 

 Welcome  

Welcome to the NATO Communications and Information Academy - Oeiras Campus. 

 
The Academy is responsible for the delivery of NATO-approved training and education to NATO, the Nations, international organizations, 
and partners. The Academy provides individual training on NATO Communications, Deployable Information Systems, Command 
and Control Functional Area Systems, and Cyber, as well as professional education and training services for Agency staff. Our NATO 
C4ISR & Cyber Training Catalogue - 2022 outlines the numerous courses on offer in Oeiras, Portugal, Mons, Belgium and The Hague, 
Netherlands. 

 
All students confirmed on Academy courses are encouraged to review their course details in the Training Catalogue - 2022 and 
update their personal information in the Training Management System. Particular attention to be paid to course objectives and 
prerequisites; it is your responsibility to confirm to your Training Coordinator that you meet the course requirements prior to making 
any travel or accommodation arrangements. 

 

 Location  

Located on the outskirts of Lisbon, an area also known as the “Portuguese Riviera”, the NCI Academy Main Campus is located in Oeiras 
and co-located with STRIKFORNATO on the Reduto de Gomes Freire Portuguese Military Compound. In addition to its proximity to 
Lisbon, the area has many restaurants, shops and beaches to serve students and visitors alike. 
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NCI Academy 

STRIKFOR NATO 

Gym 
International Shop 

Entrance 

 Your arrival  

What happens on your first day? 

 
You are expected to arrive at the Academy between 07:00-08:00hrs to allow for enough time to in-process prior to the Welcome Brief 
that starts at 08:30hrs sharp on Mondays. 

 
‘In-processing’ starts at the Main Gate with an identification check by the Reduto de Gomes Freire (RGF) Guard Force. Once you are 
confirmed as being on the arrivals list, you can then proceed up the hill and past the parking area towards the Academy building. 

 
You will be met at the Main Entrance of the Academy (just past the flags) by the NCIA Oeiras Security Team, who will direct you to the 
Auditorium or your classroom where you will be checked into your course and issued your Student Access Badge and your Privileges 
Card, if entitled. Please ensure that your Access Badge remains on you at all times as it provides you access to the Base and Academy. 
Also ensure that your Access badge is visible while on Base so that you can be identified. Badges are not to be displayed outside the 
RGF compound. 

 
Courses are scheduled between 08:00 hrs and 17:00 hrs. Lunch and coffee breaks will be managed by individual instructors. On Friday, 
courses normally end by 11:00 hrs, but may go longer; do not book flights before 15:00hrs to avoid conflicts if your course goes 
longer. 

 
If for any reason you are unable to be on time on the first day, please notify Learning Coordination and Support by telephone +351 
21440 4444 (leave a voice mail if nobody answers) or email nci.academy.delivery@ncia.nato.int 

 
What do you need to bring? 

 
Please ensure that you bring your NATO ID card (if applicable), passport or national equivalent. It is also recommended to carry your 
Personnel Security Clearance Confirmation (not your Personnel security Clearance Certificate) as a back-up. 

 

  RGF compound  

The new NCI Academy Building is located just past the STRIKFORNATO building and mess facility. It is readily visible as it is the largest 
building on the compound. As you enter the main gate, go up the hill and follow the road past the car park. 

 

mailto:nci.academy.delivery@ncia.nato.int
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Personal Electronic Devices 

 
 

Two weeks prior to your arrival or as soon as practicable you are required to send your AMIS card details to the NCIA 
Security Oeiras at: Oeiras.Security@ncia.nato.int 

 
If not in possession of an AMIS card, your Unit Security Officer is required to send a Personnel Security Clearance 
Confirmation (see annex) to the NCIA Security Oeiras. 

 
If you are joining from a Partner or a non-NATO nation, you are also required to send a copy of your Passport or 
national ID card that you will present when you arrive at the NCI Academy building. 

 
Original or copies of Personnel Security Clearance Certificates are not to be 
sent directly from the student; only correspondence from a 
NATO or National Security Authority will be accepted. 

 
No student vehicles (including rental vehicles) are permitted on the RGF compound. 
There is limited street parking outside the RGF compound. 

 

While security incidents are relatively rare, you are encouraged to adhere to the 
following security advice when traveling and circulating in the area: 

 

• Exercise vigilance when in public places, or using mass transportation 
• Do not wear military uniform outside the RGF compound (changing facilities are 

available) 
• Be aware of immediate surroundings and avoid crowded places 
• Follow the instructions of local authorities, especially in an emergency 
• Monitor media and local information sources and be prepared to adjust your 

travel plans and activities 

 
In case of any emergency outside the RGF compound, personnel should call the emergency 
number 112. 

 
In case of an emergency/accident at the NCI Academy, Oeiras or on the RGF compound, please call 
222 and seek assistance from any member of the resident security team. 

 
Other security incidents can be reported to the Site Security Manager (+351 21440 4455), or to any 
full time member of staff who will direct the issue to the appropriate office. 

 
 

 

PHOTOGRAPHY IS STRICTLY FORBIDDEN WITH A CAMERA, MOBILE PHONE OR ANY OTHER DEVICE 

 
Unauthorized recording means are not to be utilized on the RGF compound or in the NCI Academy. 

 
Laptops, tablets (or equivalent) and mobile phones are permitted in the compound by students, but are not permitted in any class or 
syndicate room, unless permission is explicitly granted by your instructor. No mobile devices are permitted in secure areas. 

 
Private devices are to be switched off at all times and secured when not in use. Lockers to store mobile phones and laptops are 
available, but must be vacated at the end of the working day. 

Security Personal Electronic Devices 

mailto:Oeiras.Security@ncia.nato.int
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 Transportation  

Transport from airport to hotels: 
Taxis from Lisbon airport are relatively expensive, therefore the following lower cost options are provided for your 
consideration: 

 
Public transport – metro followed by train: 

• Metro – from Lisbon airport to Cais do Sodré (changing at Alameda) – details on routes are available on the Metropolitano de 
Lisboa website - https://www.metrolisboa.pt/en/ 
You will need to purchase a rechargeable card in which you can charge as many single metro journeys as you want. 

 
• Local train services from Cais do Sodré to Cascais: The timetable is available on the Comboios de Portugal website - https:// 

www.cp.pt/passageiros/en/train-times. 

 
As soon as you purchase the rechargeable card you can charge it (at the counter or at the machines) with enough money to 
cover as many metro and train journeys as you want. Please check prices online or locally. 

 
The purchase of a rechargeable card is 0.50 EUR and a single train journey costs approximately 2.30 EUR and the purchase of 10 train 
tickets costs 20.40 EUR. Students should take the train stopping at Oeiras. Options to reach NCI Academy at RGF Oeiras are: 

• Taxi - taxis are readily available outside Oeiras train station. The taxi rank is on the opposite side of the railway station. 
• On foot - students may proceed walking from the station to RGF compound which is approximately 1.5 km or 20 min walk. 

 
 

 Dress code  

All students will wear business casual or their military operational dress (changing at the RGF Gym or the Academy). 

 
There may be modified dress or safety equipment requirements related to the activities expected on your training, which will be 
communicated to you by your instructors. 

 
You are reminded that you are representatives of your Nation. Ripped jeans, t-shirts, shorts, flip flops/sandals are not considered 
appropriate at the NCI Academy. 

 

http://www.metrolisboa.pt/en/
http://www.metrolisboa.pt/en/
http://www.cp.pt/passageiros/en/train-times
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 Accommodation  

Students are responsible for booking their own accommodation. The below information is for guidance only and the NCI Academy does 
not prefer any hotels or accommodations over others, other than to identify those that offer reduced rates. 

 
Smart studios’ co-living Carcavelos Residence 2020 is within walking distance (800 metres) from the NCI Academy, offering a range of 
accommodation from studio to fully furnished apartments with kitchenette; however, this facility is frequented by students and younger 
travelers during the holiday periods. For more information and to make a booking, please visit the following website - https:// 
smartstudios.pt/en/corporate-client-reservations/ , password: 4Cad3My20! Please note that the bookings are packaged as one week 
offers and are not able to be modified to accommodate short stays.  

 
Local hotels in the region are another popular option and booking is done directly with the hotel. Please find below a list of three and 
four star hotels in the area with wi-fi , which are also close to public transportation. The hotels below provide rooms at discounted rates 
for NATO when you include “NCI Agency booking” in the subject line of your correspondence. 

 

Hotel Address Bookings Distance from RGF HQ 

Estoril Eden Av Saboia, 209, 2769-502 Estoril rosa.abreu@hotelestorileden.pt 
Telephone: +351 21 466 7600 
http://www.hotelestorileden.pt 

10.9 km 

Riviera Hotel Rua Bartolomeu Dias, 
Junqueiro, 2775-551 Carcavelos 

reservas@rivierahotel.pt 
Telephone: +351 21 458 6600 

2.8 km 

IASFA 
PRT military 

Rua Dom Duarte, 2 
2780-064 Oeiras 

caso.mr2.sec@iasfa.pt 
00351 921 046 717 (24 hours Portuguese) 
00351 921 046 717 (09:00-17:00 English) 

1.3 km 

 
 
 

 Personal bags and luggage  

Luggage is not allowed inside the Academy building. 

 
For the duration of your course please leave your luggage at the hotel whenever possible. In 
case you do have to bring your luggage we have a luggage container available at the 
backside of the NCI Academy building. It has a combination padlock to secure it and the 
combination can be obtained from the NCI Academy Security Guards. 

 
‘ Lost or delayed luggage when travelling to or from the Academy is an issue to be addressed be- 
tween the individual and the airline. If your luggage does not arrive with you at your destination, 
you need to report to your airline’s or the airport representative in the baggage claim area to file 
a passenger irregularity report before you leave the airport. 

 
The Academy is not responsible for delayed or lost luggage and has no mechanism to engage 
your airline on your behalf. Any time required to follow-up with your airline will need to be out- 
side or course training time or negotiated with your course staff, if possible. 
Top tip for travelers is to always have a spare set of clothing essentials in your carry-on to avoid unpleasant situations when luggage is 
delayed or lost.’ 

mailto:rosa.abreu@hotelestorileden.pt
http://www.hotelestorileden.pt/
mailto:reservas@rivierahotel.pt
mailto:caso.mr2.sec@iasfa.pt
mailto:caso.mr2.sec@iasfa.pt
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 Mess, Bar and Cafeteria  

Lunch is available in the RGF Mess located on the ground floor of the STRIKFORNATO HQ. Meal tickets can be purchased at an auto- 
mated kiosk in the Academy before 09:45 daily or from a cashier at the main entrance of the facility. Those with dietary restrictions can 
inquire about special meals with the Mess staff the day prior. 

 
 

Meal hours and pricing at the RGF Mess: 

 
• Light breakfast from 07:30 
• Lunch from 11:45-12:45 (last entrance) 
• Supper from 18:30-19:15 (last entrance) 

 
Other options include the Hilltop Snack Bar and Pool Bar 
(June – September), as well as a small Academy Café that serves 
refreshments and light snacks. 

 

 Sports facilities  

Subject to COVID-19 restrictions, students may use the sports facilities and all the sports equipment available. Some equipment and 
facilities are subject to booking and/or availability. A swimming pool is also available during the summer season. 

 

 Smoking  

Smoking is only permitted in the designated smoking areas of the compound. Smoking is strictly forbidden inside any building. 
 
 

 ATM machine  

There are no banking facilities at the RGF compound to provide financial assistance or support. However, for the withdrawal of cash 
there is an Automatic Teller Machine (ATM), located across the street at the NOVA School of Business. Please ensure that you have suf- 
ficient funds to pay all expenses while at the RGF compound. The currency used in all facilities is the euro. 

 

 Medical facilities  

Medical facilities at the RGF are limited and therefore it is recommended that EU visitors travelling to Oeiras bring their EU healthcare 
card where applicable. This should negate any difficulties and unforeseen costs when seeking medical support in Portugal. For those 
travelling without EU healthcare membership, it is advisable you make alternative arrangements such as private healthcare etc. 

Lunch Meal of the day Price 

Varies each day Fish / Meat / Vegetarian €4.77 

 
À la carte 

 
Steak (JFC) / Hamburger 

 
€5.50 
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Thank you for your interest in the courses provided by NCI Academy. 

We look forward to seeing you very soon! 
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